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ARGUMENTATION SUPPORT: 
FROM TECHNOLOGIES TO TOOLS

A plethora of technologies exist that are not 
necessarily tools. For technologies to become a tool, we contend, 

argumentation routines and design must coevolve. 

Argumentation is a crucial communicative activity in society. Many technologies exist
that support argumentation, such as mailing lists, group decision-support systems, co-
authoring, and negotiation support systems. However, many of these technologies do
not work very well in practice; they often support discussions that do not sufficiently
contribute to the purposes of their users. An important question therefore is: How to
select or design information technologies that better support the argumentative practices
of their community of use? In other words, how do technologies that support argumen-
tation become real argumentation tools?

By Aldo de Moor  and Mark Aakhus

Two research areas that have an interest in argu-
mentation support are Computer Supported Cooper-
ative Work (CSCW) and argumentation theory.
CSCW has mainly focused on designing, building,
and experimenting with ICT systems, such as group
decision-support systems or issue-based information
systems (IBIS). Often, the underlying communicative
interaction models are rather simple. Argumentation
theory, on the other hand, has mostly concentrated on
designing human procedures and methods. Although
this field has developed subtle models for the design of
argumentative interactions, the rigorous implementa-
tion and testing of these models in real systems is often

lacking. To productively bring together the insights of
these two domains of theory and practice, we draw
upon the Language-Action Perspective (LAP). 

LAP takes the fundamental position that language
is not only used for exchanging information as in
reports or statements, but also to perform actions, for
example, promises, orders, and declarations [12]. The
conventional perspective on information systems
stresses the contents of messages rather than the way
they are exchanged and the effects they have. In con-
trast, LAP emphasizes what people do by communi-
cating, how language is used to create a common basis
for communication partners, and how their activities
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are coordinated through language. As such, LAP
reveals practical ways to improve coordination and
effective action, using three types of conversations for
accomplishing goals: conversations for action, focus-
ing on the commitments made between participants,
conversations for possibilities that create a context for
action, and conversations for disclosure, which reveal
the concerns and world views that help achieve better
alignment between participants [5]. Each of these con-
versations involves argument. 

LAP suggests that arguments are not just messages
carrying content with truth claims but that argument
is an interaction, a form of activity, to be coordinated
through language use. The argumentative aspect of
conversations for accomplishing goals presents one of
the deep challenges to CSCW—that is, how to enable
people to cooperate at conflict. Argumentation theo-
rists have dealt directly with this issue in a variety of
ways [11]. One common starting point in argumenta-
tion theory corresponding to LAP is the distinction
between making arguments and having arguments [9].
Making arguments involves using reasoning, evidence,
and claims to put forward a case. Having arguments
involves the interactive pursuit of disagreement and
controversy. Having an argument does not necessarily
involve the making of arguments. Indeed, an ideal
form of argument activity is the making-of-arguments
in the process of having-an-argument so that people
resolve their differences on the merits. This kind of
argument, which is called critical discussion, has been
extensively modeled in argumentation theory [10]. 

Critical discussion is an activity to be achieved that
calls for support. While argumentation theorists have
identified rules and strategies, less is known about how
communities of people develop practices and tools that
enable them to carry out critical discussions as a means
for handling their differences of opinion and managing
their conflicts. Here, we address this issue common to
the theoretical and practical interests of the CSCW and
argumentation fields. We focus on describing how
technologies that support argumentation become tools
that members of a community use to handle their dif-
ferences and manage their conflicts. In so doing, we put
forward the prospects for a theory of the coevolution of
social and technical dimensions of communities from a
LAP perspective. Such a theory has implications for
diagnosing the argumentation support a community
needs and the argumentation support a technology
affords. Effective and efficient argumentation, embed-
ded in the collaborative practices of a community, is
essential to its success. Having a diagnostic instrument
to tailor argumentation support to communal needs is
a necessary condition: diagnosis is crucial to select—
from the bewildering variety of partially overlapping

communication technologies available—those func-
tionalities that are most useful to a community. With-
out such socio-technical diagnosis, complex and
evolving communal argumentation requirements will
often be only partially satisfied. 

ARGUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE

COMMUNITY: A SOCIO-TECHNICAL SYSTEM

Each community has customary—often unarticu-
lated—argumentation routines: the expected argu-
mentative practices that define who is allowed to
speak, who may listen in, what types of arguments are
admissible, how to resolve conflicts, and so on. On the
other hand, a technology used by a community has a
set of well-defined functionalities that enable its users
to conduct some interactions, while constraining or
preventing other behavior. A town hall meeting is a
very good way of assessing the emotions and sincerity
of various stakeholders, but provides a poorly struc-
tured record of the precise arguments made. Decision
exploration software is highly capable of recording,
organizing, and providing access to the arguments
advocating or refuting a particular issue, but makes it
very difficult for participants to evaluate the personal
motivations of participants. So, selecting the right
argumentation technology that, through its function-
alities, maximizes its contributions to communal argu-
mentation goals, while minimizing the undesired
limitations it puts on the argumentation process, is
essential, but not trivial. 

Each technology has a technical functionality
design, which consists of all functions that operate on
the information objects that the technology can
process. The technical functionality design is made
explicit in the manuals and tutorials associated with the
technology. For instance, an IBIS allows its users to cre-
ate issues, take positions on these issues, and make
arguments pro and contra positions. One well-known
IBIS grounded in this paradigm, QuestMap, translates
these concepts (which it calls questions, ideas, and
arguments, respectively) into such technical functions
as “create root question,” “respond with idea to ques-
tion,” “specialize idea,” and “add argument pro/con
idea” [3]. Such a functionality design theoretically sup-
ports a wide range of argumentation behaviors. How-
ever, the actual quality of the support a technology
provides is determined by more than just the technical
support for selecting a file, adding a comment, and ask-
ing or replying to a question. In argumentation terms,
it is not sufficient to look at the technical functions that
enable particular low-level argumentation moves. 

Implicit in the technology is also an argumentation
design that comprises— often subtly—the interrelated
functionalities, procedures, checks and balances, and



connotations that shape the practical range of argu-
mentation behavior [1]. However, the argumentation
design often remains implicit. This can lead to break-
downs when the technology is applied in a real-world
situation, as unexpected behaviors emerge during use,
requiring a conversation for possibility in LAP terms. 

To give a much simplified example: The function-
ality design of the well-known GroupSystems elec-
tronic meeting room software includes many
components, such as Brainstorming for eliciting ideas
from all participants, Categorizer for classifying these
loose ideas, Topic Commenter that can be used to add
further remarks to, for
instance, brainstormed
ideas, and Vote to assess
positions of participants
[6]. This is powerful func-
tionality, but which com-
ponent should be used in a
particular situation?
GroupSystems is well
suited for meetings of
peers, who often remain
anonymous. Many situa-
tions, however, assign par-
ticular argumentation
privileges to specific com-
munity roles. If GroupSys-
tems were to be used for
electronic journal review,
the Topic Commenter
could be used as a way of
gathering various review-
ers’ comments on an article. However, its argumenta-
tion design would not fit well with the subtle
argumentation routines prevailing in an open, distrib-
uted scholarly review process. 

Argumentation theory would suggest that in a
review process, different functionalities may be needed
to support the different stages of a critical discussion
within a broader review process: Confrontation, Open-
ing, Argumentation, and Conclusion [10]. For the initial
Confrontation stage, in which various standpoints,
doubts, and objections are first surfaced, Topic Com-
menter could be fine. For the Conclusion stage, in
which the final decision is to be made, it could provide
too many degrees of freedom, however. In that case,
Vote could be a more appropriate functionality, as
Topic Commenter basically supports divergent discus-
sion and Vote convergent discussion into a final deci-
sion (see Figure 1). 

One solution to deal with the difference between
the implicit argumentation design of a technology and
the argumentation routines it is to support is to stress

the role of the human facilitator, capable of dealing
with such contingencies [4]. Our approach, however,
is to clearly diagnose the socio-technical gap between
the argumentation routines prevailing in the commu-
nity and the argumentation design emerging from the
functionality design of a specific argumentation tech-
nology. Understanding this gap between what must be
supported socially and what can be supported techni-
cally has become a central challenge in the field of
CSCW [2], to which argumentation theory can pro-
vide at least a partial answer. This is not to say that
human facilitation is unnecessary. Rather, our

approach is to diagnose the
socio-technical gap in
order to design technolo-
gies and practices that
reduce the gap. The aim is
to provide more systematic
ways to match preferred
argumentation routines
with available technologi-
cal designs. Thus, the need
for human facilitation may
be reduced and its effec-
tiveness increased, while
opportunities for better
technological designs may
be more easily recognized. 

TECHNOLOGY BECOMING A TOOL: COEVOLUTION OF

ARGUMENTATION ROUTINES AND DESIGN

We have defined what it means that a technology is a
tool for argumentation. We now shift our attention to
the process in which a technology becomes such a tool.
Understanding this coevolutionary process is crucial if
proper support is to be provided for the continuous
sensemaking process of both communal argumenta-
tion requirements and specifications of the supporting
technological functionality.

TThhee BBCCFFOORR CCaassee.. In 1993, at the height of a con-
flict about a government decision to allow for clearcut
logging in the Clayoquot Sound watershed, the mail-
ing list-mediated British Columbia Forests and
Forestry Group (BCFOR) was formed to discuss issues
related to forests and forestry in the Canadian province
of British Columbia. To dissolve the conflict, the gov-
ernment appointed a Scientific Panel to write a series
of reports defining new land-use policies. 

The group, however, was dissatisfied with the pub-
lished reports, as they did not reveal important differ-
ences of opinion that might contribute to further
policy deliberation and decision-making about land-
use policy. The group therefore decided to write its
own group reports to accurately identify the points
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GroupSystems for joint review.



where consensus existed, but also
the points where differences pre-
vailed. Their choice to create a dif-
ferent kind of policy report
entailed foreseen and unforeseen
choices about transforming their
interaction with each other into an
argumentation process that would
produce the desired report. There
were many conflicting interests
and points of view among the
members of BFCOR. The group
therefore required that the argu-
mentation central to their collabo-
rative report authoring be neutral
and transparent, in the sense that
all opinions would be represented
in the final report and that all
authoring processes leading up to
the final report elements would be
completely visible. In essence,
what was required was functionality to produce dia-
logic texts, in which multiple authorial voices could be
recognized [7]. 

Entailed in matters of developing effective and
appropriate argumentation were issues about the tech-
nological support required to enable such argumenta-
tion among the participants. After initial experiments
with the mailing list and the Web-based threaded dis-
cussion technology HyperNews, the customized
Group Report Authoring Support System (GRASS)
tool was designed. At the time of the conflict, the
required Web technology was not available yet. The
current implementation, however, allows for different
stakeholders in a societal debate to get involved in a
process of collaborative report authoring.1 Using
GRASS, positions and arguments on focused research
questions can be developed, and consensus of partici-
pants on issues more easily assessed than in traditional
forms of Internet-mediated discussion, such as mailing
lists [8]. 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE EVOLVING SOCIO-TECHNICAL

SYSTEM

The challenge faced by both the Scientific Panel and
the BCFOR group, like by many groups, organiza-
tions, and communities, lies in making critical discus-
sion a viable part of the conversations for action,
possibilities, and disclosure that produce desired out-
comes (for example, plans, agreements, contracts, and
reports). Increasingly, (Internet-based) information

and communication technologies are used to support
these interactions. However, the mere presence of a
technology does not mean it will prove to be a viable
tool for people to craft conversations that include crit-
ical discussion. 

In BCFOR, the coevolution of the social and the
technical system was an achievement of incorporating
critical discussion into its conversation. The argumen-
tation requirements of the group emerged and changed
as they made choices about how to interact and what
technology to use in support of their argumentation.
The incorporation and rejection of these technologies
involved the group in recognizing aspects of argumen-
tation they valued, such as assessing consensus while
simultaneously having maximum opportunities for the
expression of disagreement, and incorporating means
to articulate those aspects over other possible aspects of
interaction among the participants. 

In making these choices, the group was not merely
adopting or appropriating technology into precon-
ceived ideas about argumentation but was also recreat-
ing and refining its capacity for argumentative
communication and collaborative interaction. In
other words, a clear coevolution of argumentation
routines and argumentation design took place. This
evolutionary struggle is summarized in the four stages
outlined in Table 1. Each stage was initiated by a par-
ticular intervention, such as a change in routine or
design. As a consequence, the socio-technical gap fluc-
tuated considerably, but ultimately became smaller. 

In the first, informal stage of the BCFOR group,
free discussion was the norm. The argumentation
design implicit in the mailing list used quite closely
matched the informal discussion routines. As a result,
the socio-technical gap was very small, and the socio-
technical system was close to optimal. However, in
Stage 2, the community decided to become produc-
tive by writing joint reports. Thus, the argumentation
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Table 1. Co-Evolution of Argumentation Routines
and Designs in the BCFOR Case.

Moor table 1 (3/06)

Socio-
Technical Gap

Small gap, mailing 
list works well for 
intended purpose

Large gap, no 
functionality to access 
argumentation and 
coordinate authoring 

Reduces access gap, 
still no authoring 
support, lack of ad hoc 
discussion functionality

Gap narrows

Argumentation
Design

Mailing list provides 
minimal structure and 
allows for ad hoc 
procedures

Mailing list (same 
as in Stage 1)

HyperNews gives better 
access to and overview 
of discussion threads

GRASS contains full 
IBIS, consensus 
assessment support, 
informal resolution 
support by editors

Argumentation
Routines

Free discussion;
informal sharing of 
opinions and 
information

Authoring: stating issues, 
taking positions, arguing 
claims, evaluating 
argumentation

Authoring (same 
as in Stage 2)

Authoring, plus 
activation, resolution 
and publication 
processes

Intervention

Mailing list set up 
by group
members

Members change 
the purpose of 
interaction to 
authoring

HyperNews 
installed by group 
coordinators

Refining routines, 
GRASS prototype 
development

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Table 1. Coevolution of
argumentation routines

and designs in the
BCFOR case.

1We commend Jaap Wagenvoort for his continuing efforts on its current implemen-
tation; grass-arena.net.



routines became much more com-
plex, and no longer matched the
existing mailing list design. In
Stage 3, a Web-based threaded dis-

cussion tool, HyperNews, was used to better match the
focused discussion needs of the community. However,
although the socio-technical gap
was reduced in this respect, it was
enlarged in the sense that valuable
functionality—the informal com-
munication allowed by the mailing
list—was lost. In Stage 4, the gap
finally narrowed by building the
customized GRASS tool, with its
sensitivity to the particular argu-
mentation needs of this type of
community.2

TOWARD A DIAGNOSTIC METHOD

We’ve shown that argumentation
technologies have an explicit func-
tional design, resulting in an
implicit argumentation design, in
terms of support for both argumen-
tation moves and the design or craft-
ing of the process in which these
moves are embedded. We also
described how in the BCFOR case
the socio-technical gap between
this argumentation design and the
routines adopted by the commu-
nity of use coevolved in a way that the argumentation
technology became a tool for producing a dialogic text
and managing the social conflict around the differences

of opinion in the group. The analysis of the coevolution
of argumentation routines and design in the BCFOR
case was informal. We are working on a diagnostic
method in order to more systematically perform such
analyses. Here, we summarize this method.

One subfield of argumentation theory, Pragma-
Dialectics, provides the advanced argumentation
designs required to reconstruct discourse by capturing
the subtleties of the pragmatics of argumentative inter-
action [10, 11]. In our method, the theory-grounded
argumentation designs act as reference models used to
classify both argumentation routines and designs iden-
tified in actual communities. We refer to these refer-
ence designs as argumentation models. The diagnostic
method consists of five main steps shown in Figure 2:
create a knowledge base of argumentation models;
define the implicit argumentation routines of the com-
munity; define the implicit argumentation designs of
the technologies available to the community; match
both now explicit models to identify the socio-techni-
cal gap; and make recommendations to reduce the
socio-technical gap. Such recommendations may
include changing the argumentation routines, the

technologies used, or the roles these technologies play
in the community. 

Argumentation models are classified using three
argumentation design dimensions: purpose, means of
orchestration, and the systemic rationality designed
into the procedures enabled by technology [1]. The
purpose refers to the aim of the procedure, which is to
transform a given mode of social interaction into a pre-
ferred one (for example, from dispute to negotiation).
Orchestration refers to what affordances a procedure’s
design provides for this transformation. Systemic ratio-
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Fig 2. A Method for Argumentation Support
Diagnosis in Communities. 
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Table 2.  Pragma-dialectical Analysis Identifying 
Argumentation Designs.

Moor table 2 (3/06)

Systemic
Rationality

A situation calls for 
participants to share, 
explore, and learn about 
each others' positions and 
reasons and where these 
will be held accountable 
to the doubts of others.

A situation calls for a 
commitment by all 
participants to a particular 
course of action. This 
stands in contrast to 
issue-networking, which 
aims primarily at 
self-correction, 
not at consensus 

A situation calls for 
discovering and cultivating 
trustworthy experts. It 
stands in contrast to both 
funneling, because it does 
not aim at consensus, and 
issue-networking because 
people are not separated 
from their standpoints.

Orchestration

Enables a full exploration of the 
agreements, disagreements, and 
rationales for position but 
typically provides no 
functionalities for settling 
differences.

Sequences interaction into a 
series of activities that 
successively narrow a dispute or 
decision toward the most 
acceptable conclusion. The 
functionalities such as 
brainstorming, categorizing, and
voting provide means to remove 
resistance to collective action.

Provides means like ratings for 
individual participants to 
compete with each other over 
who provides the best answers 
to the questions the community 
most wants answered. The 
orchestration produces experts 
and a repository of answers. 

Purpose

A clash of claims 
where the interaction 
is organized into a web 
of issues with relevant 
positions and reasons 
developed for 
each issue.

Treat argumentation 
as active consensus 
formation where 
interaction is 
organized into a flow 
from broad differences 
toward an acceptable 
conclusion.

Create a knowledge 
base for action by 
pooling and refining 
the expertise among 
a community of 
participants.

Argumentation
Design

Issue 
networking

Funneling

Reputation

Examples:

- HyperNews
- QuestMap
- Compendium

Examples:

- GroupSystems
- SAMM
- Other GDSS
- Voting tools

Examples:

- Experts-Exchange
- Slashdot.com
- Weblogs

Table 2. 
Pragma-dialectical 

analysis identifying 
argumentation designs.

2The BCFOR community is no longer operational. However, the analysis is similar for
contemporary communities.



nality refers to how the
orchestration warrants the
process and outcome of the
interaction. Using these con-
cepts, Table 2 describes three
argumentation models identi-
fied in pragma-dialectics: issue
networking, funneling, and
reputation argumentation [1].
Figure 3 shows an example of
how the diagnostic method
can be used in analyzing the
support provided to a
BCFOR-type community by
the current (Stage 4) proto-
type of GRASS. The gap
mainly concerns the limited
activation of participants; lack
of technical support for argu-
mentation resolution; and the
limited support for publica-
tion of (parts of) written reports. To address these
issues, recommendations include defining more
explicit norms (what may/must/may not participants
in their various roles do at specific stages of the author-
ing process) and notification of report authoring
actions (funneling); discovering dependencies between
positions and arguments (issue networking), to be
used in activation; and publishing parts of report find-
ings on blogs related to that topic (reputation). Future
versions of GRASS will incorporate these recommen-
dations.

CONCLUSION

Traditional IS modeling approaches no longer suffice
to design the sophisticated tools satisfying contempo-
rary communication needs. LAP provides a better way
of matching communication needs with technological
designs, as it is concerned with the way language can be
used to coordinate and accomplish evolving
(inter)actions. We outlined a diagnostic method
grounded in LAP that elaborates traditional CSCW
designs with argumentation theory. It may contribute
to more successful collaboration by systematically tai-
loring technological argumentation designs to commu-
nal argumentation routines. The proposed approach
gives a fuller account of argumentation support than
provided by many traditional CSCW perspectives that
mainly look at the direct support of conversational
moves. The approach may also contribute to the evo-
lution of argumentation theory, as it allows for sophis-
ticated argumentation models to be better tested in
actual technologies, thus closing the theoretical-
empirical cycle. 

In sum, we need a
paradigm shift away
from building static
information systems to
designing rapidly evolv-
ing communication
systems, in which
change is the rule, not
the exception. Here, we
have only scratched the
surface of a rich and
exciting field of inquiry
governed by a perspec-
tive that can help rede-
fine the models,
methods, and systems
urgently needed by an

ever more complex and dynamic global society. By
adding a language-action perspective to current systems
development models and techniques, the vast potential
of information technology could become much better
realized in practice.  
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Fig. 3 Applying the Diagnostic Method to
Stage 4 of the BCFOR case. 
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